Abstract This paper presents the design of an obstacle avoidance algorithm for Guanay II AUV. The obstacle detection system disposes a SONAR and its use guarantees the safety in navigation of AUV. Obstacle avoidance is performed based on a fuzzy reactive architecture for different forward speeds of the vehicle. The simulation results obtained through the implementation of the algorithms designed in Matlab validate the designs.
. Guanay II AUV The control system implemented in the Guanay II allows the vehicle to follow a predetermined navigation trajectory, marked by waypoints. At work [2] J. González et al. obtained the hydrodynamic model of the vehicle Guanay II with 3 Degrees of Freedom (DOF): surge, sway and yaw. This model allowed the design of the navigation control, composed by two loops. An outer loop (trajectory control), that carry out the tracking of the route pre-established navigation, based on strategies Pure-pursuit and Path Following and an inner loop that regulates the forward speed of the vehicle and the yaw angle.
The initial design of this AUV did not endowed of the vehicle with instrumentation or any obstacle detection system, and nor was it considered any obstacle avoidance system, objective of work that presented. [2] , is a vehicle designed to navigate on the surface and make vertical profiles. Its dynamic characteristics allow a maximum speed of navigation of 1m/s and a turning radius that varies with the speed according to Fig. 2 . Figure 2 . Maximum forward velocity u regarding the radius of curvature [2] Previous work [3] , an obstacle detection system was designed incorporating to the vehicle a SONAR MK3 [4] . This SONAR detects the existence of obstacles in the trajectory of navigation and establishes its location and distance to the vehicle. This is achieved by analyzing the area scanned by the SONAR (Fig. 3 ). This area is divided into 3 sectors (right, center and left) each of 30°. For each of the sectors, the minimum distance between the vehicle and the obstacle is determined. Figure 3 . Description of the functioning of obstacle detection system [3] III. COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEMS CAS (LITERATURE REVIEW) According to the literature consulted, some authors like Øystein [5] and Seto [6] pose different obstacle avoidance strategies that can be classified into: reactive, deliberative and hybrid. These strategies include the use of a sensor type SONAR to recognize or detect obstacles, and are executed in parallel to the trajectory control.
Reactive architecture is based on a structure of flow of sensor and action. A SONAR is used to perceive the environment and activate specific behaviors based on predefined rules in the presence of an obstacle. The performance of this architecture is often excellent when it comes to sudden obstacles and unknown environments, because of its short reaction time and robustness.
In this type of architecture, the avoidance system interacts with the trajectory control system when an obstacle is detected in the route of the vehicle. If the presence of the obstacle is validated, the avoidance algorithm sends information of reference to the trajectory control [5] 
Deliberative architecture is based on a structure of flow of sensor, plan and action. This architecture can be used, if the map of environment of navigation with the obstacles present is known, and if the vehicle has the ability to locate itself within that map. Its disadvantage is a high computational cost due to the use of type algorithms to Wavefront, Potential field, A* and Genetic algorithms, among others.
Finally, there is the hybrid architecture. This method combines the advantages and disadvantages of the above strategies, as a short reaction time in presence of sudden obstacles, robustness, high computational cost and an optimal trajectory of navigation. however, as the previous architecture, it needs the map of the environment of navigation.
For our case study, we generated a list of requirements to be met by the obstacles avoidance system (anti-collision system) to be used, based on the current needs of AUV, which are: Short reaction time in the presence of obstacles.
Low computational costs. Compatible with vehicle unit control (PC / 104-plus (AMD® LX800), Ubuntu and LabView).
No need for a map of navigation environment.
Maneuvers suited to the dimensions, navigation speed (actual forward speed of the AUV) and turning radius of the vehicle.
Capacity of obstacle avoidance static and in moving.
It can be programmed to accomplish with the COLREGS [9] regulations.
When analyzing the characteristics of each architectures and having clear the requirements that the CAS must comply, it has been selected reactive architecture.
This provides greater flexibility, shorter reaction time, robustness against sudden obstacles and low computational cost. Therefore, the motion or navigation planning of the vehicle Guanay II, is designed combining the strategies of trajectory control based in follow-up of waypoint (Purepursuit and Path Following) with a strategy of obstacle avoidance based on a reactive architecture.
This combination allows the vehicle to navigate between waypoints securely. The trajectory control (Pure-pursuit or Path Following) generate the benchmarks of the inner loop corresponding to the yaw angle and forward speed, but in the presence of an obstacle these benchmarks will be generated by the obstacles avoidance system.
As a contribution obstacle avoidance system with a reactive architecture implemented through by a fuzzy system is designed. The inference of the system will depend on vehicle speed (high or low), the distance to the obstacle and the location of the obstacle on the trajectory presented at IV.B. The limits of the membership functions input and output of the system will depend on the vehicle speed presented at IV.A, this will allow greater maneuverability at low speed.
IV. DESIGN OF OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
Between several possibilities for implementing a reactive architecture, we find that the appropriate option in our case is the use of a fuzzy system [7] [8] [10] [11], which has been described by some authors as a similar system as the expert systems, since it may represent the knowledge in a set of rules of conditional structure. This allows the implementation of the navigation rules not only commensurate with the rules COLREGS, but also commensurate with the physical and operational characteristics of the vehicle.
Another advantage of the utilization of a fuzzy system focuses on system response to uncertainty and management of the real information, that can include noise and errors.
By definition fuzzy systems [12] are divided into 7 stages: definition of input and output variables, allocation of memberships functions, fuzzification, rule evaluation, inference, aggregate and defuzzyfication. The common case that is found in the literature, is the use of a single fuzzy control, to perform the task of obstacle avoidance [7] [10].
The fuzzification corresponds to quantifying the value of the input variable with respect to the membership functions. The evaluation of the rules and inference, is based on a defining the control strategy and determining the output set for each of the rules. The aggregate and defuzzification allow to obtain the most representative value of the output variable from an operation of all sets of output.
The obstacle avoidance system has been designed according to the block diagram shown in Fig. 4 . The system has four input variables that are navigation speed (the actual forward speed of the AUV) and distance to the obstacle in the sectors: center, right and left, as defined in Fig. 3 . The output variables are the new references of the forward speed and the yaw angle (input to inner loop). The input variable of the navigation speed is used to control a conditional function that selects one of the two fuzzy controllers implemented. Each controllers responds at a navigation speed of the vehicle because the turning radius is highly dependent on speed, as we have seen in Fig.2 . If the navigation speed is less than 0.3 m/s acts the fuzzy controller I and if it is greater or equal acts the fuzzy controller II.
The characteristics of fuzzy control are detailed below.
A. Inputs variables and Outputs variables
Each of the fuzzy controllers has three input variables that indicate the distance to the obstacle in the sectors (Fig.3) : center, right and left of the route, are called distance right sector (DR) distance center sector (DC) and distance left sector (DL).
For each of these input variables, have been defined three membership functions, type: trapezoidal, triangular and trapezoidal, called respectively as: high, medium and low risk of collision. (Fig.5) .
The limits of the memberships functions have been defined regarding to the maximum speed of the vehicle (1 m/s), the runtime of the obstacle detection software, the turning radius and the distance traveled by the vehicle during runtime the obstacle detection algorithm. Figure 
Diagram of input variables and the membership functions
Each of these fuzzy controllers also have two output variables corresponding to reference yaw and the reference speed . are assigned 6 memberships functions of the type triangular. For the fuzzy controller II, which applies to high-speed of navigation, the output range is between +/-90 °, while for the fuzzy controller I, that applies for low speed, the output range is +/-180º.
To the variable of reference speed are assigned three membership functions of type: triangular and trapezoidal in a range of 0 m/ s to 1 m/s. The characteristics of output variables can be seen in Fig.6 . 
B. Rule-based and inference
The rule base and inference, allows calculating the membership function of the output variable as from the combination of the input variables for each of the rules that form the basis of rules.
In this proposal the rule base has been built to guarantee the safety of the vehicle and comply with the COLREGS [9] regulations. This normative indicating that before the presence of an obstacle the vehicle must, as far as possible, drive on the right hand side at low speed, without jeopardizing its own security, in the event of compromise their safety, its free to take countermeasures such as turn left, having as reference vehicle maneuverability, braking distance, turning radius. It also recommends that all the maneuvers if circumstances allow should be made clearly and in sufficient time, in compliance with the good practices. The rule-base implemented in both controllers is composed of 27 rules, although each controller in the consequents has different values in the output variable of the yaw. In Table I , the two sets of rules are defined, indicating on the column corresponding to the output variable yaw, the values of fuzzy control I and the fuzzy control II. The conditional equation used is kind Mamdani [12] and corresponds to: 
C. Aggregation and, defuzzification
The evaluation of the rule base (1), is carried out using the inference of Mamdani, with an aggregate function type max and a defuzzification by the centroid method. [12] V. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT OF OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE SYSTEM In previous works, we have developed algorithms for the simulation of vehicle Guanay II, in three degrees of freedom [2] , and the obstacle detection system [3] , their characteristics are summarized in Table II. For the development of the simulations, the obstacle avoidance system proposed in this paper has been implemented in a Matlab script. The two fuzzy controls designed and described in this research have been implemented using the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. In order to validate the correct operation of avoidance algorithm designed, we have simulated two route composed of a total of eight waypoints strategically located. In the first route, the first five waypoints allow to evaluate the behavior of AUV in a complex environment, where the vehicle moves through a narrow path, and frontally finds different obstacles (circles of radius 5 and 10 m) (Fig.7) .
In the second route, through the waypoints 6, 7 and 8, a specific case is evaluated, which is the navigation into a corner. The waypoint 7 forces the AUV to enter in this area, which i s considered as a difficult place for navigation. On the other hand, the waypoint 8 is not positioned in direct line of sight. Therefore, the vehicle must face an obstacle in the form of L (death point), which represents a high risk of collision (Fig.8) .
When analyzing the two routes simulated, we can see that it has given the Guanay II a system of safe navigation around obstacles without losing the trajectory of navigation and reaching each of the waypoints. The vehicle during the route 1 remains at a minimum distance of 5 meters of the obstacles, reducing its references forward speed of 1 m/s to values between 0.02 m/s and 0.4 m/s.
During the route 2, where a deadlock situation occurs, the distance between the vehicle and certain sections of the obstacle in the form of L are 1 to 2 meters, but the vehicle will always be sailing at very low speed; less than 0,1 m /s. The maneuvers performed by the vehicle to go out the deadlock and reach the waypoint 8 is based on making small movements at low speed and with a changing in the yaw with an approximate value of 160º, relative to the current direction of the vehicle. With this maneuver, the vehicle turns in a small area until it finds a perpendicular route free of obstacles, and at that moment, the trajectory control will correct the direction of the vehicle, by taking it to the next waypoint. Fig.7 and 8 . When analyzing these images, we observe that the vehicle evades different obstacles, while performing correct navigation. These simulations confirmed the proper functioning of the system, achieving detection, avoidance of obstacles and navigation in confined spaces. Having validated the functioning of the system designed, now possible to introduce the algorithms into the unit control of the Guanay II AUV, for perform tests.
